DR. PRAVEEN – POTENTISER
MANUAL
Potentiser and Parts :
1

One 10 ml disposable syringe to measure alcohol

2

One 1 ml disposable syringe to measure medicine and every time a
new syringe must be used for the new medicine & new potency.

3

5 ml & 20 ml bottles are also provided as sample. one must use a
new bottle for every medicine

4

One black rubber pad is given to strike the potentiser against it

5

One black rubber cup

6

Four rubber pads to adjust bottle inside the potentiser.

Operation
1. Unscrew the metallic cap of the potentiser and remove the black rubber cap.
2. Take out to rubber pads by putting finger through the bottom hole. These rubber pads are
there for the adjustment of the different vial sizes.
3. Now according to the size of vial which you are going to put inside the potentiser, replace
these rubber pads in a way that it brings the vial little above the margin of the potentiser.
4. Replace the black cap on the vial and screw the metallic cap so that it may fix the bottle
inside the potentiser. This can be ascertained from the top hole of the metallic cap.
5. In the end screw the check nut to tighten the metallic cap.
Now your potentiser is ready to strike against the given black rubber pad. The rubber part of
the Potentiser should strike against the black rubber pad.
In short, when placing the bottle inside the cell, it should be ascertained that bottle is fixed
and is not free to move at the time of hammering, so that it may not break and open up. Since this
potentiser is having a highly flexible and strong steel of very standard shape and size, it provides the
required vibration in the liquid.
NOTE: Potentiser accessories may get changed without prior information, as it is a continuous
research programme. You will be informed about any recent advancements by e-mail.

